Goods Tracking
The Warehouse Solution for the
Logistics Industry.
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Keep track of everything that moves on and off your
site, from a box of bolts to an entire engine.

Intov8’s game-changing POLR Goods Tracking
application significantly improves tracking and
communication of the Goods Out process and
Freight Register, for improved warehouse
efficiency.
Accurately tracking everything that moves on and
off site is critical for efficient business
operations. POLR Goods Tracking can be used
whether you have one site and one warehouse,
multiple sites using the same warehouse, or
multi-site and multi-warehouse. Consolidate your
Goods Out and Freight Register data into one
database to increase visibility, minimise human
error and reduce the number of lost items.
POLR Goods Tracking can be configured for any
transport provider. You can view tracking details
of your Goods Out, taking you to the transport
provider's website in the click of a button.
Clicking the Goods Outward Advice number
instantly generates a report that can be easily
attached to parcels.
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Goods Tracking

CASE STUDY:
POLR Goods Tracking Implementation in the Hunter Valley
In 2018, a tier one coal mining company in the Hunter Valley struggling to
keep track of their goods movements across three sites, turned to Intov8's
POLR Goods Tracking Manager.

Lost in the System
Much of the company's warehouse stock was not included in its ERP system.
There was no Material Code and no link from the ERP system or any other
system to locate key items including tooling, truck jacks or stands.
While there is repair advice in the ERP system, it doesn't relate to most of the
"ghost items" (equipment that is not registered in a software system) on the
site. The company's warehouse could take up to 30 calls per week from people
trying to locate items. The warehouse staff had no easy means of locating a
specific book where a specific item might be registered, nor did they know who
had that book. Often, when the right book was eventually located, staff couldn't
identify the signature of the person who signed out a particular item. There was
no real accountability and the company needed a comprehensive system that
would accurately track the movements of equipment on and off site.

Getting Back on Track
To simplify the process and improve warehouse efficiency, the team at Intov8
developed an automated "single source of the truth" solution across multiple
warehouses. With this solution, all data could now be tracked and controlled
from one central point. Multiple users at different security levels across the
site still provided input, but now there was instant visibility as to where each
item was located. This reduced the number of phone enquiries to virtually
zero, saving valuable time and money. The software provides a tracking
number that can automatically link with a transport service provider, so items
can be located at all times.
POLR Goods Tracking is especially useful for site shutdown, when it is
important to track all goods that leave the site, in particular, rotable spares.
Other ghost items can be managed directly by the shutdown teams. When a
person wants to send an item off site they simply call the warehouse and a
tracking document is created instantly. The item to be shipped appears on the
report and this can be printed and attached to the item waiting for dispatch.

REPORTED
SAVINGS
ESTIMATED ROI
$240,000
Per year - based on
reported time
savings.
For the Hunter Valley
company, the new
software has delivered
significant cost
savings.
The site determined
they were saving an
equivalent of between
2-3 full-time employees
time, allowing them to
focus on more
important aspects of
their role instead of
attending to the
tedious task of locating
missing items.
POLR Goods Tracking
can seamlessly
integrate into any
system as a smart
alternative to old
fashioned manual
warehouse procedures.

THE RESULT
The Hunter Valley company achieved greater visibility, improved efficiency and
ease of use. With POLR Goods Tracking, mining companies experience a
significant reduction in the number of lost items.
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